WORKING BEE: 25 MARCH

as yet, and there were a few Artichokes

We had another in our long series of hot, dry days as
summer grades into autumn and used it to clean up St
Albans rail reserve in the morning and visit Burns
paddock in the afternoon. Mid-autumn, St. Albans is a
sea of Kangaroo Grass, with a lot of Flax-lily, which
is spreading rapidly, and a fair amount of Rice-flower.

Convolvulus flowers

Seven of us turned out: Terry, Neil, Claude, George,
Andrew, Mark and me. With a CUA bag each, we
scoured the three strips at St. Albans, collecting mainly Leader newspapers and advertising sheets, but a lot
of bottles, cans, and plastic bags as well

Succulent about to die

With mattocks we attacked the line of Ox-tongue
along the east fence, and more along the west fence,
much of it still in flower, and piled that with the litter
on Terry’s ute tray. Very little flowers in autumn, but
we found a few Convolvulus. As we were returning to
the pedestrian crossing, a man in his 70s cycling
across stopped to admire our efforts and ask who we
are. Left his name and address, so we might have a
recruit, at least at St. Albans. At the south-west corner
is a house built across the reserve, and by its north
fence was a patch of a succulent surrounded by its
offspring, which I removed and added to the tray. The
Aloe patch cut out in November has not regenerated

At one o’clock we packed up the ute and returned to
the park for coffee and lunch with Katrina, sorting out
the program for the next three months. Katrina is off
to Canada again from June to November. After lunch
Katrina loaded the green truck with big wire frames
and tools and drove around to the north entrance of
Burns. We walked around inspecting the Agave site,
which has one small pile left by the trucker.

Thousands of small Aloes are regenerating, and the
south west corner is putting up a lot of Prickly Pear,
which should be attended to soon.

We then carted the big frames around and placed
them, with stakes, to protect about 30 young Callitris
seedlings inside the three enclosures we had fenced in
2002 with Fred Gysen. So in four years they have
proved their worth, protecting the next generation of
this species.

Some of us walked back and along the way we found
at the ford an old hollow log on one tree with a Brushtail in residence, finding it a bit hot to stay entirely
inside the hollow. Mark told us he is graduating from
his Conservation Land Management degree at Melbourne Uni next month

To finish the day, Katrina came with me to reposition
bat box C14 on its tree, from which it had fallen last
month. Around the other side of the same tree is C30,
which had been left propped open to encourage an ant
colony to move out. This it had done, and a Ringtail
had moved in to occupy the vacant apartment. We
found it asleep, and left the box open to leave an
escape route
And the picture I sent out with the reminder email was
not a Stackhousia, but a Pimelea, probably P. humilis
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Katrina attacked a number of Serrated Tussock plants

Brushtail with rear end exposed

At the agave site as we wandered around inspecting
regenerating Aloes etc. I picked up quite a few bits of
ceramic, probably all of it dating from the mid-19th
century. It was a mix of blue-ware – Willow pattern
and other blue patterns – and plain creamy-white
fragments, probably from a cup. In addition there was
one piece of stoneware (top left), probably from a jar
with a flat bottom

There were two aboriginal artefacts, one silcrete flake
with flaking scars on one side and the external surface
of the cobble from which it was struck (the cortex) on
the other side. And one bit of conglomerate quartzite
with some sign of flakes having been struck off it.

One of the pieces of painted ceramic was a finger-tab
from perhaps a soup dish or cruet (top left), with a
leaf pattern painted on it in green.
I have been finding bits of this sort of material each
time I go out there to zap Pear or Aloes or whatever.
There must have been a house site on the ridge at
some stage, perhaps at the same time as the Milbrook
site was occupied. Further south along the west slope
are the remains of fence lines of basalt lumps which
were once piled into vertical walls but are not
collapsed into disorderly heaps.

Next working bee: Saturday 22 April at
Craigieburn. Meet at 9:30 a.m. at the gate
in O’Herns Rd West, Melways 180 F6,
entered from Hume Highway in Somerton

